'One bead two compound libraries' for detecting chemical and biochemical conversions.
When combinatorial chemistry was introduced 13 years ago, the expectations were high for the delivery of results, particularly in the pharmaceutical industry. However, combinatorial chemistry was implemented independently of the application for which the products were going to be used. Resins developed only for efficient solid-phase synthesis were used and products were employed in existing assays developed for traditional solution studies. There was almost no assay or technology development and the use of real combinatorial methods soon had to give way to high-throughput synthesis and traditional screening. However, during recent years more sophisticated resins and assay techniques have been developed that may result in a second and more successful implementation of real integrated combinatorial chemistry. The first in this line of new developments is the 'one bead two compound' assay, in which the resin bead in addition to a combinatorial library member contains a reporter compound that can act as a beacon to monitor the activity of the library member. This powerful concept can be generally applied in all fields of combinatorial chemistry including drug, catalysts and material development.